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Lecture 08 – Robust Design & Time symmetrical models 
Pollock’s Robust design
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Populations.  Academic Press.  San D

Kendall, W. L.  1999.  Robustness of closed capture-recapture methods to violations of the 

Kendall, W. L., and J. D. Nichols.  1995.  On the use of secondary capture-recaptur
to estimate temporary emigration and breeding proportions.  Journal of Applied Statistics 
22:751-762. 

Kendall, W. L., K. H. Pollock, and C. Brownie.  1995.  A likelihood-based approach to cap
recapture estimation of demographic parameters und
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e symmetrical models 

1. Readings   

Pradel, R. 1996.  Utilization of capture-mark-recapture for the study of recruitment and 
population growth rate.  Biometrics 52:703-709. 

2. Resources  

Pollock, K. H., D. L. Solomon, and D. S. Robson.  1974.  Tests for mortality and recruitment in
a k-sample tag-recapture experiment.  Biometrics 30:77-87. 

bust Design 

anges in population size through time are a function of births, deaths, immigration, and 
igration.  The open population CMR models we have considered until now have only estimated 
parent survival rates. That is, true survival, the portion of individuals surviving between sampli

 is confounded with permanent emigration.  I spoke briefly on closed models that assum
t size of the population remained unchanged between sampling events.  Robust design 
egrates the advantages of both types of models.  Although this model is complicated, it brings
re biological reality to the analysis of population dynamics.  This method provides for the 
imation of parameters that are not estimable under either open or closed models as well as 
re robust estimates of the familiar parameters of interest. 

hough most CMR designs assume that captures occur instantaneously, this is rarely the case.  
ually, data are aggregated from capture sessions that may last several days or weeks.  The 
ncept behind Pollock’s Robust Design is to break these sessions into shorte
that capture probabilities can be estimated among encounter occasions during these sessions.  
e primary assumption over CJS is that capture sessions a
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 estimation of N or other parameters of interest, and integrated with open models to 
est
tra
sam

Th
enou e sampling occasion during each session. 

Ea
est e 
am e of variation, open-
model abundance estimators are not (Carothers 1973, 1979).  Alternatively the CMR models for 
closed populations coul

Data Structure 

The design consists of  sampling occasions separated by periods during which the 
population is . u n a  of he i  sampling occasions, the population 
is sampled at l pling ns, g w  po ed to be 
closed. The number of secondary sampling occasions can vary among the primary sampling 
periods.   
 

each consisting of 4 secondary occasions.   

used for the
imate true survival, temporary emigration, and immigration of marked animals back to the 
pping area over the longer, open, “primary” sampling periods.  Thus, the basic design is to 
ple over two temporal scales. 

ere is no disadvantage to using Robust Design other than the cost of sampling intensively 
gh to have more than on

Motivation 

rly work by Robson (1969) and Pollock (1975) examined capture-history dependence in CJS 
imators.  But, CJS models could not be modified for heterogeneity or permanent trap respons
ong individuals.  While survival estimates from CJS are robust to this typ

d incorporate these sources of variation.   

K primary
assumed to be open  D ri g e ch  t pr mary
 secondary sam occasio  durin hich the pulation is assum

Robust design example, with 3 primary trapping sessions,  

Primary periods Ki 1  2  3 

Secondary periods lij  1 3 2 41 2 3 4 2 4  1 3

Population st s Closed Ope osed O n Clos  atu n Cl  pe ed

 
unter history consists of the 12 live capture occasions with unequal time spacing.  

s are specified in Program MARK as encounter occasions with 
 between primary periods have length >0.   

 

The resulting enco
Secondary period
time interval lengths of 0, and time intervals

Interval No.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Time interval 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

 

Ad hoc
1. Combining Open and C

Pollock’s (1981, 1982) original work was ad hoc rather than being based on a single likelihood.  
The prescribed proced elect a clo  mod ce based on 
data from secondary p elect an op od al between the 
primary periods y combining data from secondary periods; and finally estimate recruitment 
using the abundance estimates and survival estimates via the equation: 

 approach 

losed Models 

ures were to first s
eriods; and then s

sed
en m

el to estimate abundan
el to estimate surviv

b
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where  

i

e during the primary 
i

ay describe temporal variation and or 
ij can incorporate models of temporal 

eneity.  Permanent trap response (different 
ing 

d models, one for 
l 

 unmarked.  Kendall et al. (1995) describes 24 possible models based on all 

) 

nd losses during the period, 

b. marks are not lost nor incorrectly recorded, 

model structure is correct, and 

ure and survival probabilities of individuals are independent. 

in +iii NB φ−= +1
ˆˆ

 

Number of births  
during i ⇒i+1 

ni Animals removed at iiB̂

 time t+1 
i

the period i ⇒ i +1 
Population size at  φ  Survival rate during  1+tN

Population size at time t Ri Number released at i tN

 

In this approach, model selection is carried out independently for the single open model and 
each of the K closed-model data sets.  Williams et al. (2002) recommend using a single model 
for all of the secondary periods for consistency in assumptions and biases. 

It is important to note that 2 types of capture probabilities must be estimated: 

pij  - the probabilities associated with capture during the secondary sampling period in 
the primary sampling period i , given that the animal was in the population at K   and  

pi* - the capture probabilities associated with capture at least onc
period at K .. i, given that the animal was in the population 

Similar to CJS models primary capture probabilities m
beha io p  v ral trap response.  Likewise, closed model 
variability, behavioral response, and heterog
recapture probability after first secondary capture period) can only be incorporated by splitt
the data set into 2 groups and fitting the single open model and (2K-1) close
marked and one for unmarked animals in each of the primary periods except the first when al
individuals are
combinations of the primary and secondary capture probability models. 

Assumptions underlying the ad hoc modeling approaches described by Kendall et al. (1995
include those associated with closed-population models for secondary periods: 

a. population is closed to gains a

c. the capture 

d. fate of individuals is independent; 

e. as well as, the assumptions associated with open models for the primary periods: 

f. probability of surviving each period is the same for all animals, 

g. capture probabilities are the same for each individual in the population at that time, and 

h. capt

Robust Design allows estimation of several parameters that are not estimable under either CJS 
or closed-population models.  These include φK-1pK, the unidentifiable parameters in CJS, N1, 
and B .  Thus, under Robust Design the parameters 1
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y of the models possible with closed populations and open populations are possible 

l was 

f Robust Design 

ampling periods can 
incorporate individual capture heterogeneity, Robust Design can be used to estimate survival in 
the presence of capture heterogeneity.  This is not possible using CJS open population models. 

Likelihood-based approach 

This approach differs from the original ad hoc approach in that Kendall et al. (1995) described the 
combi elihood of the data from both the primary and secondary periods as the products of 
the com nents including the mathematical relationships between their capture 
probabilities. 

1. Models 

Any of the closed models f d with this approach.  
Thus, some o ig bilities are not 
possible at pr  om effects 
may soon remedy that situation 000), and MARK has 
recently been modified riates of capture 
probabilities in Robust Design. 

Example mod t
t  primary and 

secondary periods with e written as: 

Virtually an
with Robust Design because the primary and secondary periods are treated as independent.  
Furthermore, the probability of temporary emigration, that is the probability that an anima
not present on the study area during a given primary period, can be estimated from the 2 
types of capture probabilities.  Age specific models, reverse time models, and multistate 
models can all be used with Robust Design and in some cases the use o
permits the estimation of parameters of particular biologic interest. 

Finally, because the closed population models used in the secondary s

ned lik
po

or which MLE have been described can be use
f the or
esent. 

inal models incorporating heterogeneous capture proba
However, the use of mixture models which incorporate rand

 (Norris and Pollock 1996, Pledger 2
 to incor

on

porate the Huggin’s models with cova

el M which denotes time variation in capture probabilities in both
ly 2 samples from each secondary period can b

{ } { }( ) { } { } { }( )[ ]
{ } { } { } { }( )[ ]iihi

iiihii

Rm

pUuPxxP

,,|

,|,
*

*
10

ωω

φ

=

{ } { } { } { } { }( )[ ]ijhiihii pmuxxP ,,|,03
ωω×

ipP2×  

where 

ui n  
occas iod i 

umber of unmarked caught on at least one secondary 
ion within primary per

Ui population of unmarked available for capture at i 

mhi number marked during h (prior to i) caught on at least one  
d i.  Thus, ui + mhi the 

number caught at least once during i. 
secondary occasion within primary perio

Ri number of marked animals released at i 

ri number from Ri ever recaptured 

pi* probability of capture at least once during the primary period i, 
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given that the animal was in the population at Ki.. 

pij probability of capture during the secondary sampling period j in 
the primary sampling period i , given that the animal was in the 

population at Ki  

{ }ω
ix0

number previously unmarked exhibiting capture history ω r 
the secondary occasions within primary period i, 

 ove

{ }ω
hix number marked during primary period h unmarked animals  

exhibiting capture history ω over the secondary occasions  
within primary period i 

mij is the number of recaptures from Ri captured at j, and, and 

 P1 and P2 are actually the unconditional components of the open population model.  

 The first compon

{ } { } ( )

ent being the capture of unmarked animals: 
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where Ui and u the number of i are the numbers of unmarked animals in the population and 

{ } { } { } { }( )

unmarked animals captured at i.  The second component is the conditional probability of the 
recaptures (mij): 
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where χ is the probability of not being recaptured.  The third component of the likeliho
models the data across the secondary periods in all of the different primary periods.  For our 
example using 2 secondary pe

od

riods over three primary periods: 

{ } { } { } { } { }( ) ( ) ( )
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 is that the capture probabilities for the primary and 
secondary periods are linked via the equation: 
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Thus the probability of capture at least once during the primary period is the probability of not 
going uncaptured during all of the secondary periods.  This equation is the basis for the joint 

an be 
e 

2. 

2 types of capture probabilities. 

assumption is violated is when temporary emigration occurs among 
ds, thus some individuals are not available for capture during some 

secondary periods. 

3. 

modeling of the data from both types of sampling periods. 

Similar to the other approaches a variety models for both open and closed populations c
implemented by constraining (reducing) the number of estimated parameters, through the us
of time-specific or individual covariates. 

Model assumptions 

The assumptions of this approach are identical to those for the ad hoc approach with the 
addition of the relationship between the 

One situation where this 
the primary sampling perio

Estimation 

In program MARK – Data types: Robust Design and Robust Design (Huggins est.). 

The latter includes the ability to model heterogeneity as a function of recapture covariates. 

Abundance estimation is via the equation: 

*ˆ i
i p

Thus the number of new recruits is also estimable as in the ad hoc approach via: 

ˆ in
N =  

( )iiiiii RnNNB +−φ−= +1
ˆˆ . 

Model Selection, Estimator Robustness, and Model Assumptions 4. 

hoo .  

see Pledger 2000 nd H expected that 
survival estimates would d be positively 
biased, and estimat

Special estimation p oble

1. Temporary Emigrat

As already me n onship between 
the two types cap

Kendall and Nich ls (1 for use 
when temporary emigration occurs.  Examples of when temporary emigration may occur 
include when home  migratory 
patterns lead some animals to avoid the use of sampled areas during some periods, and when 
some animals becom xa le occurs in age-
specific models when animals first 

es of temporary emigration.  Random 
temporary emigration occurs when each individual has the same probability of becoming a 

Since these models are based on the likeli d model selection via AIC is possible as are LRTs
Although robust GOF tests are not easily constructed, Williams et al. (2002) suggest that 
approaches based on contingency tables and bootstrap are reasonable. 

In the absence of likelihood-based Robust design models that incorporate heterogeneity (but 
 a uggins models), when heterogeneity is present it is 

 be relatively unbiased, while capture probabilities woul
es of population size would be negatively biased. 

r ms 

ion 

ntio
of 

ed temporary emigration is a violation of the assumed relati
ture probabilities and results in biased parameter estimates. 

o 995) and Kendall et al. (1997) develop estimators and models 

ranges of some animals are not completely sampled, when

e inactive during some sampling periods.  Another e mp
appear as breeding adults. 

Kendal et al. (1997) examined bias under two typ
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tempora
abundan positive bias.  “Markovian” temporary emigration occurs when the 
probability of temporary emigration at time i is affected b hether an individual was a 
temporary emigrant at i-1.  In this situation, the direction d magnitude of bias is dependent 
upon the

The concept is that of the “superpopulation,” 0
iN , which is the number of animals associated 

with the sampling area. Contrast this with Ni, the num of animals present at time i. The 
method 
secondar nderstand the models we need to introduce the following 
additional random variables and parameters: 

0M  number of animals marked be imary period i and  
in the super population for the duration of the study. 

ry emigrant.  Under this scenario capture probabilities are negatively biased and 
ce estimates show 

y w
 an

 nature of the Markov process. 

ber 
still requires the assumption that the population is essentially closed during the 
y sampling periods.  To u

fore pr
i

Mi umber marked animals in the area during the primary period i n
0
iB  number of animals entering the superpopulation between  

primary periods i and i+1 and remaining in the superpopulation 
for the duration of the study. 

Bi number of animals entering the area during the primary period i
0p  probability of capture for a member of the superpopulation  

during primary period i 
i

*
ip  probability of capture during i given present on the study area 

γi probability of temporary emigration (i.e., a member of 0
iN ,  

but not available for capture). 

a. Rob gn

Th he population available during 

ust desi  with random emigration 

us the relationship between the superp nd topulation a
the sampling period is: 

( ) ( ) .1| iiii NNNE γ−=  

ewise the relationship between capture probabilities for the superpopulation and the 

00

Lik
available population is: 

( ) .1 *0
iii pp γ−=  

An interesting result of this relati  is that the probability (rate) of random 
emigrati can be es

onship
on timated ad hoc from: 

.1 *
i

i
i p

−=γ  

*p

0p

where i
0
ip

the
va

 is the probability of capture during the secondary sampling periods and  is 
 capture probability during open periods.  It should be noted that this model is only 

lid under models that do not include capture heterogeneity. 
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In the full likelihood random emigration model proposed by Kendall et al. (1997) 
component P2 of the likelihood, which deals with estimation of recapture during the 
primary periods is affected. 

{ } { } { } { } { }( )
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dividual during the prior time period.  Kendall uses the following 
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m
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where e
iχ  is the probability of being in the superpopulation at during i  (for initial 

capture) and never seen again.  This model can be thought of as φptγt..  It should be 
noted that simply by imposing γ = 0, this model becomes φtpt. 

b. Robust design with Markovian emigration 

In this model emigration is modeled as a first order Markov process, i.e., it depends upon 
the state of the in
additional notation: 

γ’i probability of temporary emigration in primary period i 
given temporary emigration at i-1. 

γ’’i probability of temporary emigration in primary period i 
given NOT a temporary emigration at i-1. 

Thus if γ’i = γ’’i the random emigration model is obtained.  See Williams et al. (2001) or 
se models require many constraints 

 not observed in the 
iod. 

 (i.e., 
ny 

2. Multi ent Components 

The 
interes mponents of recruitment can be separated into in situ reproduction on 

e study area and immigration from outside the study area (see Nichols and Pollock 1990 and 
n is critically important.  The time 

between primary sampling periods should correspond to the time required for young to mature 
the next stage of interest).  For example, animals classified as young during i 

 

3. 

 to removal studies that incorporate information on 
rked 
als is 

Kendall et al. (1997) for details of the likelihood.  The
c us on on probabilities pertaining to animalsbe a e they conditi

previous per

These models are particularly useful for animal that have low breeding propensity
they do not breed in some years).  For example, sea turtles, marine mammals, ma
seaducks, and seabirds.   

ple Ages and Recruitm

concept of Robust Design can be extended to multiple age groups.  This is of particular 
t because the co

th
Yoccoz et al. 1993).  If this is of interest, study desig

into adults (or 
can be assumed to be adults at i+1, and any other new adults on the area are assumed to be
immigrants.   

This approach has been extended to multiple age classes and multiple patches (Nichols and 
Coffman 1999). 

Catch-Effort Studies 

Robust design has also been extended
sampling effort (Gould and Pollock 1997).  This approach requires an initial release of ma
animals just prior to the first removal sampling.  Survival for marked and unmarked anim

lect_08.doc 
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lities within primary periods for both marked and unmarked animals.  This method 
on of unmarked and total animals as well as recruitment for each primary 

4. 

5. 

n models can be used, but heterogeneity can not be examined. 

c. Biologi
inte

1) 
2) tion 

d. Ben

1) R

2) l survival rate in open models, 
nd last recapture probabilities and abundances. 
ographic rates due to increased captures in primary 

 

Time symm odels 

1. Motivation 

Pollock et al. (1974) firs sugge ture mmetrical with respect to 
time.  Models we have e am mat on ional probabilities of survival and 
recapture given that an dividual w  to b v at some ea er time.  Time 
symmetrical or reverse-time models attempt to estimate the  of membership and 
recapture in the popula n ds ive a e me later time. 

Another way to think of is t wi  no o tically 
equivalent to mortality h no forward). 

Building upon this concept, Pradel (1 96) developed a suite of model using reverse time 
capture 
populatio  t e population and is referred to as 
the Pr

2. ructure 

Live capt

Conceptu
array” of me j that were most recently 
captured at time i.  B  capture history data.  So 
the m-array remains the e-
time mo

3. Model St

assumed to be equal, and secondary-period removals are used to estimate capture 
probabi
allows the estimati
period, and through simulation has been show superior to methods based on regression. 

Potential for Future Work 

Study Design 

a. Number of secondary periods – trade off between precision and model complexity versus 
population closure. 

b. If closure is false, ope

cal motivation for the study – temporary emigration rates may be of primary 
rest  

Breeding rates 
Recruitment – reproduction and immigra
efits 

obust Design minimizes covariation between estimated parameters thus producing 
more precise estimates of the parameters of interest. 
Parameters that are otherwise inestimable – the fina
and in closed models the first a

3) More precise estimates of dem
periods.  

etrical (reverse-time capture history) m

t sted that cap  history data were sy
x ined thus far esti e c dit

 in as know e ali e rli
probabilities

tio  at earlier time perio  g n c ptur  at so

 th is that recruitmen th  m rtality (backward) is statis
wit  recruitment (

9
histories to estimate the proportion of the population that was previously in the 
n.  The simplest model estimates recruitment to h

adel recruitment only model. 

Data st

ure histories consisting of 1s and 0s – the same data that are required for CJS models. 

ally possible to develop probability distribution and likelihood based on a “reverse m – 
 final captures at each occasion and captures at ti

ut much easier to develop models from standard
same.  We simply need to redefine cell probabilities for the revers

dels. 

ructure 
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γi –
alr ring 
the interval i -1 to i.)  This animal is “old.”  Conversely, 1- γi is the probability than an 
animal was recruited to the sampled population since just after i -1. 

p’i – recapture probability at time i given present at (just after) i. 

εi – probability of not being seen prior to i given present just before i (Analogous to 
χi, and the final term in the multinomial)  Thus, this includes animals that did not survive 
from i – 1, or was in the population and not seen at or before i – 1. 

b. Losses or removal on capture 

It is impossible for animals removed or killed on capture at i -1 to be recaptured at i.; 
therefore, it’s important to define the above parameters carefully with respect to the 
sampling period.  In open models, we deal with this situation implicitly by not including 
those individuals in the number of new releases just after i.   

 

i Encounters at time j 

a. New parameters 

 seniority probability, probability that an animal present just before time i was 
eady present just after time i - 1. (i.e., the animal did not enter the population du

 Releases at 

i Ri – new releases 2 3 4 5 

1 R1  m12 m13 m14 m15 

2 R2+m12+m13+m14+m15  m23 m24 m25 

3 R +m +m +m   3 23 24 25  m34 m35 

4 R4++m34+m35 
 

   m45 

Fu
he

c. Cap

Capture history:  011010 

Capture at periods 2,3,5 in a 6-year study.  R member:  time symmetrical or reverse-
time models attempt to estimate the probabilities of membership and recapture in the 
po t earlier time periods given capture at some later time. 

P(011010|last capture at i =5) = (1-p’4) γ4p’3γ3p’2ε2 

Tra y that, given capture at 5, this animal survived period 5, was not 
captured at 4, survived ti  survived time 3, was captured at 2, 
but was not seen before

d. Multinomial probability and likelihood 

It should be obvious from the above that we can construct a multinomial probability 
distribution and likelihood.  For example in a study with 3 encounter occasions we have: 

)'|)()'|)( 23 RxPRxP ωω , 

where the R’i are the number of animals last seen at i.  Decomposing the above yields: 

rthermore, it has been shown that the estimates of Φ are relatively robust to 
terogeneity in recapture probabilities in forward-time modeling. 

ture history example 

e

pulation a

γ5

nslation:  Probabilit
me 4, was captured at 3,

 time 2. 
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Although the history 100 is possi ribution 
because no 

e. Alte

Pra 19
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as d-time models.  He first established the 
relationship betw the 2 approaches.  The difference 
between the recapture probabilities is incorporated in the equation: 

rnative parameterizations 

del ( 96) also described 3 other parameterizations of the reverse-time model.  First 
ust be understood that Pradel accomplished this by simultaneous modeling of r
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een the capture probabilities of 
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incorporating important aspects of both likelihoods.  Translated, the term  is the  '
11 λ

−N
population size just before i = 2.  2ε  is the probability of not being caught before period 

2.  The remainder is the probability of capture and re-release on occasion 2 ( )ηp , 22

, surviving perisurviving from period 2 d re-release at 3 od 3-4  -3 and ca e anptur  332 ηφ p
without capture at period 4 ( )( )43 1φ p− , survival from 4-5 with capture and re-release at

5 ( )554 ηφ p , and finally not being captured after time 5 

 

( )5χ . 

The development of the probability distribution requires substitution for the initial 
population size −

1N , which is the expected nu  of animals exhibiting each capture 
history divided sum of the expected number of animals first seen on each occasion.  

mber

Thus, the generalized likelihood becomes: 
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where M is the total number of animals caught in the study.  By substituting the 
following relationships into the likelihood, Pradel was able to develop 2 additional 
parameterizations using reverse-tim

1) Survival and fertility (recruitment): 

e approaches: 

1-i1-i

1-i

φ
φγ

fi +
=  

2) Survival and lambda: 

1-iλ
γ =i  

Assumptions 

1-iφ

4. 

els except homogeneity is 
d capture.  The various ways of dealing with heterogeneity 
ng, use of covariates. 

5. 

order of the capture histories and running 
through software for forward-time analyses 
(e.g., Resightings only model in MARK).  MARK 
includes 4 different parameterizations for 
reverse time model that will be discussed below. 

Parameters estimable for a single-aged, time-
specific K-period study include γK, γK-1, …, γ3 and 
p’K-1, p’K-2, …, p’2.  Similar to CJS models γ2 and 

The assumptions of the reverse time models are similar to CJS mod
assumed with respect to seniority an
still apply – stratification, age-modeli

Probability of seniority is the same for all animals in each period. 

Capture probabilities are the same for each individual in the population at that time. 

Capture and seniority probabilities of individuals 
are independent. 

Estimation 

MLE can be obtained by simply reversing the 
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p’1 can not be estimated separately, and in the case of no losses on capture the capture 
probabilities are identical to those obtained using the CJS model. 

6. 28BInterpretation  

(After Nichols et al. 2000)  Consider an open population, where we define the growth rate, λi, 
as the realized change in population size of the time period i.  Then it is reasonable to think of 
this parameter as: 
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We can also write the population size at i+1 as the number individuals surviving (remaining) 
since time i, Li, plus the number recruited to the population since i, Bi.  If we view Li and Bi as 
binomial parameters given Ni+1 and Bi = Ni+1 - Li we can write the probability distribution of Li 
as  
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Thus, γi+1 can be viewed as the relative contributions to realized population growth.  For 
example if γi+1 = 0.25 (and (1-γi+1) = 0.75), then survivors have 3 times the impact on 
population growth in comparison to new recruits.  These contributions can be shown analogous 
to the elasticities we will examine with matrix models.   

7. 29BAlternative modeling 

Reduced parameter models are of interest for parsimony and increasing precision of estimates.  
Use of multiple groups is also possible, as is the use of covariates of γi and p’i.  Models with 
capture history dependence (e.g., behavioral response) are not presently possible by reversing 
time in models. 

8. 30BModel selection, estimator robustness, and model assumptions 

Model selection via AIC is the same. 

Goodness-of-fit tests based on contingency tables should be applicable, but have not been 
investigated in detail. 

Estimator robustness should be viewed with caution.  The robustness of the CJS survival 
estimator may not apply to the seniority estimator of the reverse-time model.  For example 
trap response has little influence on CJS survival estimates because they are conditioned upon 
prior captures.  Trap response should result in biased estimates of seniority from the time-
symmetrical models.  Trap-happy individuals result in over- estimates of capture probability 
and under-estimates of seniority and vice-versa.  A similar situation exists when recapture 
probabilities of marked and unmarked individuals vary for other reasons. 
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